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Engagement Platform
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Mobile Service Cloud



Shared Agent Inbox
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Conversational AI Cloud



AI Chatbot & Voicebot
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Mobile Marketing Cloud



Marketing Campaign
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Customer Data Platform



Unified Customer Profiles









	

Connectivity Platform
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SMS



Worldwide Text Messaging
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Business Messaging API



One API, All Channels
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Voice



SIP Trunking & Voice API
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Sign



E-Signature Software









	

Payments Platform
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Online Payments



For Webshops & eCommerce
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POS Payments



Fixed & Mobile Terminals
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QR Payments



Mobile Payments via QR code









	

Ticketing Platform
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Ticketing



Visitor Management
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Event App



Festival & Events App
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Cash Register



Cashless Payments









	



Conversational Channels
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WhatsApp Business
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Instagram
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Facebook Messenger
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Google's Business Messages
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RCS Business Messaging
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Viber
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Telegram
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Apple Messages for Business
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Logistics & Transport
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Retail & eCommerce






	



Tech & Media






	



Utilities & Telco










See all Solutions




	

By Department


	



Customer Service



Build exceptional customer service experiences across channels






	



Marketing & Sales



Personalize and automate marketing and sales communications






	



IT & Operations



Streamline operational processes and improve digital experiences
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Contact Sales
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SMS




Reliable SMS Messaging for Business Communication



Keep customers engaged and informed with SMS. Reach your target audience worldwide and increase conversion and service.



Start Messaging TrialContact Us
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Start Leveraging SMS to:









Notify and Remind

Use SMS as a direct marketing channel and increase conversions














Chat and Engage

Deliver personal service on your customer's favorite messaging channel














Validate and Secure

Verify and authenticate your customers and send passwords safely



















OUR LIST OF CLIENTS INCLUDES
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Use SMS to Confirm, Notify, and Remind


In scenarios where you have to send confirmations, notifications, or reminders to your customers, SMS emerges as the optimal choice. Its cost-effectiveness, easy personalization, and precise targeting make SMS an efficient medium for swift, attention-grabbing communication. 
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Updates & Notifications



Send crucial notifications instantly






Send crucial notifications instantly



In the event of important updates or disturbances, an SMS is sent to directly inform your customers, keeping them up to date with relevant information on time.
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Appointment Reminders



Reduce no-shows with appointment reminders






Reduce no-shows with appointment reminders



Send SMS reminders before scheduled appointments, helping reduce no-shows by keeping the appointment top-of-mind for your customers.
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Confirmations



Instant appointment confirmation






Instant appointment confirmation



Provide peace of mind to your customers by sending a detailed SMS with a confirmed date, time, and location after scheduling. 
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Deals & Offers



Send out promotional messages at key moments of the year






Send out promotional messages at key moments of the year



Send out compelling promotional messages at strategic moments throughout the year to keep your customers engaged and boost sales through SMS.
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Chat and Engage with your Customers via SMS


Add SMS to your contact center and help your agents to connect with your customers. Tackle more conversations at a time without losing personal customer support.
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Customer Support



Direct live customer support chat






Direct live customer support chat



Implement direct live customer support chat through SMS, providing an accessible and quick channel for customers to connect with support representatives.
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Tracking & Order Updates



Send out shipping updates and product tracking






Send out shipping updates and product tracking



Enable customers to request and receive personal status tracking updates through SMS. Keep them informed with timely SMS notifications providing updates on their orders. 
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Personalized Offers & Recommendations












Send personalized shopping experiences and product recommendations through SMS, tailoring offers to individual customer preferences and interests.
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Customer Feedback



Collect feedback about products or services






Collect feedback about products or services



Gather valuable insights and enhance customer satisfaction by soliciting feedback through streamlined SMS surveys.
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Increase your Security and Validate with SMS


Use SMS One Time Passwords (OTP) to enhance the customer experience and increase the security of your (and your customers') online data.
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Two Factor Authentication



Authenticate your customers






Authenticate your customers



Verify the identity of your customers with Two Factor Authentication. Send Verification codes and One Time Passwords over this encrypted channel for added security.
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Login Verification



Verify unknown login attempts via a known phone number






Verify unknown login attempts via a known phone number



Strengthen security by verifying login attempts from unrecognized devices or locations through SMS, leveraging a known phone number as an additional layer of authentication.
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Account Validation



Hassle-free account validation






Hassle-free account validation



Simplify the account validation process for users by using SMS to send verification codes (OTP), streamlining the validation and verification steps during account creation or updates.
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Alerts



Boost security with SMS transaction and fraud alerts






Boost security with SMS transaction and fraud alerts



Get SMS real-time alerts on transactions and fraud, enabling swift responses to unauthorized access and suspicious activities.
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Reach Customers With Fast & Reliable SMS Messaging



Use SMS as a way to increase customer engagement, improve account security and increase customer satisfaction with a platform built for scale, speed, and deliverability.
Watch the video to get a first impression of our SMS messaging platform.










Deliver SMS Around the World in Seconds
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SMS for Developers



Use our SMS API code and your API key to start sending and receiving SMS messages in minutes. Our SMS Gateway is fully supported with full developer codes and detailed documentation.




To SMS Gateway API
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SMS for Marketers



Send personalized marketing messages from your databases via Campaigns and add a mobile landing page to your SMS with Pages to enhance the mobile experience.




To Mobile Marketing Cloud
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SMS for Customer Service



Be ahead of the customer's question and send timely notifications. Easily reply to all questions with SMS and manage all conversations on all channels in one dashboard.




To Mobile Service Cloud




















Send and Receive SMS Messages Worldwide



With a 98% open rate, SMS messages get read more than email. Our SMS Gateway makes it easy to send bulk text messages across the globe and can be used in many different ways.
Connect your website or application to our API or use our Cloud Software for reliable global messaging – and benefit from 60+ direct carrier connections to deliver your SMS.

	






Worldwide delivery under 10 seconds




	






Direct mobile operator connections




	






Highly secure and certified platform
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Start a Two-Way Conversation



Get your long number or short code and assign keywords to pre-determined numbers for conversational-style SMS message campaigns
Enabling Two-way messaging will allow your business to receive messages and replies from your customers at minimum cost.

	






Choose between a short code or long number




	






Initiate conversations by using "opt-in" keywords




	






Connect to other Conversational Channels via one API






More About Two-Way SMS









Get Started With Our Business SMS Platform


Benefit from our Bulk SMS solutions with all the tools and features to enrich your message. Make your customers happy, send them delivery notifications, booking confirmations, appointment reminders, and more, at the moment it matters. Discover all the possibilities.

Start Messaging TrialContact Us









How SMS Is Used by Our Partners
















We inform millions of consumers effectively about their food order via SMS, using the SMS Gateway of CM.com. An easy choice to inform our consumers proactively and to avoid the need to contact us and worry about their order.




Sander Kole, Director IT Takeaway.com















With SMS via CM.com, we can reach a lot of people very quickly. Randstad needs and uses CM.com’s services to quickly and reliably send messages: for us, time is money.




Luc de Bolle, IT Manager Randstad















SMS plays a crucial role in BMW’s ConnectedDrive services. CM.com’s global reach means they don’t have to worry about which routing or mobile network they need to use; CM.com takes care of it with the SMS Gateway.




BMW Group
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One Clear Dashboard for All Configuration and Analytics
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Messaging Gateway


Easily integrate our SMS Gateway API into your system. In the Messaging Gateway app you can find our SMS API code and your API key to start sending and receiving SMS messages in minutes. 

Start Messaging Trial
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Message Log


Get detailed insights into your traffic. Messaging Log provides you with detailed information on the status, content, and cost of all your sent and received messages, so you can stay in full control of your SMS traffic.

Read more
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Messaging Analytics


Messaging Analytics offers aggregated and detailed insights into SMS communications and real-time trends, so you can adapt your mobile strategy directly. It provides views into the status and performance of your electronic communications.

Read more
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Mail SMS


Mail SMS is an email to SMS app that converts standard emails into text messages. By using your own email client, turning email into SMS is as easy as sending an email. You can use every email program to send SMS messages from your Online SMS Gateway account. 

Read more















Worldwide SMS Pricing



Volume Discount from 50,000 Messages








Show All Countries



Contact Us



Pricing based on individual messages for a specific destination.










The Benefits From Our SMS Platform




	





Worldwide Delivery Under 10 Seconds





	





Direct Mobile Operator Connections





	





Secure and Reliable, 24/7/365 Support





	





Realtime Analytics and Detailed Insights
































Frequently Asked Questions About SMS












What Can SMS Be Used For?
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SMS is useful in a variety of business situations. Anywhere you need to message customers with reliable delivery, and high readability, and where information is time-sensitive, SMS is an option. Examples of SMS use cases:

- SMS as appointment reminder
- SMS as planning tool
- SMS as internal communication and notification tool
- SMS as external marketing channel
- SMS for server notifications
- SMS as login code
- SMS for voting 
- SMS for applications and requests
- SMS for calamities
- SMS for donations

Read more










What Is an SMS API?
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An SMS API is a type of API that allows your business to integrate SMS (Short Message Service) messaging into your existing software platforms. SMS APIs enable you to send or receive SMS messages quickly and easily through any website or application.

An SMS API makes it possible for your business to operate 24/7, providing customer notifications and information even outside business hours. 

Learn more










How Much Does It Cost to Send SMS Messages?
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As a long-established technology with settled billing processes, SMS isn’t just effective – it’s cheap. While the cost per SMS varies by country, providers like CM.com enjoy global arrangements with network providers in all markets. This enables Worldwide SMS Pricing – one price per country, for all operators, with no extra fees.

Read more










What Is an SMS Service Provider?
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An SMS Service Provider (SSP) is a company or organization that offers SMS (Short Message Service) messaging services to businesses, individuals, and other entities. These providers operate SMS gateways, which are responsible for sending and receiving text messages between mobile devices and various applications. SMS Service Providers play a crucial role in enabling businesses to send bulk SMS messages, notifications, alerts, and other types of information to their customers or target audience.

Learn more










What Is the Open Rate of SMS?
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The greatest open rates are not always reached through the latest in messaging innovations. Despite all technological possibilities, good old SMS remains the channel with the highest open rates. In 2023, SMS boasts a staggering open rate of 98%. For comparison’s sake, email marketing campaigns receive a 20% open rate. 

Read more



















Latest Articles
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Apr 08, 2024 • 

SMS



How to Effectively Use SMS for Late Payments

Organizations face a significant challenge in effectively managing overdue payments and cash flow in a positive light with customers. To collect payments while keeping relationships intact and increasing engagement, SMS has emerged as a powerful, efficient and convenient tool for both businesses and customers. In this blog, we’ll explore how to effectively use SMS for late payments, highlighting its benefits and best practices.
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Mar 11, 2024 • 

SMS



Optimize the Customer Experience with Valuable Insights and Direct Live Support via SMS

Add SMS to your contact center and help your agents to connect with your customers on the most reliable channel. Tackle more conversations at a time without losing that important personal touch, and gain valuable insights with streamlined SMS feedback surveys to enhance customer satisfaction rates.
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Mar 05, 2024 • 

SMS



Streamline Your Business to Success with SMS Notifications

Appointment no-shows, delivery delays, abandoned online shopping carts, late payments - all of the above can be quite the headache for many businesses. SMS notifications offer a solution.
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Feb 08, 2024 • 

SMS



SMS vs MMS - What is the Difference?

There are many different ways to send text messages, and the various names and acronyms may start to feel daunting. In this blog, we'll tell you everything about SMS and MMS.
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Feb 07, 2024 • 

SMS



SMS for eCommerce - Create a Successful eCommerce Strategy With SMS

Want to grow your business? Then customer contact is key. Now that everybody and everything is connected to each other via those powerful little computers in our hands, the way you communicate with customers is becoming increasingly important for your succes. Read all about how you can use SMS to elevate your customer contact, drive sales and create that loyal customer base.
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Feb 07, 2024 • 

SMS



How Popular Is SMS in 2024 and What Is Its Added Value for Business?

SMS is one of the oldest text messaging services, and the rise of instant messaging apps definitely made a dent in SMS traffic. Contrary to the newer apps with their rich features, SMS is quite basic in its features- plain text messages, not fluff, and a character limit of 160. Regardless, SMS is still one of the most impactful communication channels today. Read all about SMS statistics and its continued value to modern business communication.
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Nov 30, 2023 • 

SMS



WhatsApp vs SMS: A Comparison For Businesses

WhatsApp and SMS are both immensely popular messaging channels. Both have their own unique traits, use cases, and added business value. We probably all acknowledge this, but what are the differences between these two exactly? What are the similarities? And more importantly, which one will add the most value to your business? In this blog we'll dive into the world of WhatsApp vs SMS.
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Nov 06, 2023 • 

SMS



MFA/2FA vs. SSO: Navigating the Digital Security Landscape

In today's interconnected world, the importance of robust digital security cannot be overstated. As businesses and individuals grapple with increasing cyber threats, the choice of security measures becomes crucial.
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Oct 31, 2023 • 

SMS



Why SMS Remains as Essential as Ever for Black Friday

One might assume that SMS has lost relevance in an era dominated by popular messaging channels such as WhatsApp and Instagram. However, when it comes to Black Friday, one of the most anticipated shopping events of the year, SMS remains as important as ever. While consumers are bombarded with emails, push notifications, and social media advertisements, the humble SMS message, with its 98% open rate, often cuts through the noise and connects businesses with eager shoppers.
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Choose Your Region

Select a region to show relevant information. This may change the language.
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Our Suggestion







United States

English













Is your region not there?
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Global


English













Africa
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South Africa

English















Asia
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China

中文













Hong Kong SAR China

中文













India

English













Japan

日本語













Kazakhstan

русский













Singapore

English













United Arab Emirates

English













United Arab Emirates

العربية















Europe
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Belgium

Nederlands













Belgium

Français













Denmark

Dansk













France

Français













Germany

Deutsch













Italy

Italiano













Netherlands

Nederlands













Spain

Español













Turkey

Türkçe













United Kingdom

English















North America
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United States

English















South America
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Brazil

Português















Is your region not there?
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Global


English
















Is this region a better fit for you?





Go
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